
Revelation

Revelation 9:11-12 

Revelation 9:5-12


5 And they were not permitted to kill anyone, but to torment for five months; and their 
torment was like the torment of a scorpion when it stings a man. 6 And in those days 
men will seek death and will not find it; they will long to die, and death flees from them. 
7 The appearance of the locusts was like horses prepared for battle; and on their heads 
appeared to be crowns like gold, and their faces were like the faces of men. 8 They had 
hair like the hair of women, and their teeth were like the teeth of lions. 9 They had 
breastplates like breastplates of iron; and the sound of their wings was like the sound 
of chariots, of many horses rushing to battle. 10 They have tails like scorpions, and 
stings; and in their tails is their power to hurt men for five months. 11 They have as 
king over them, the angel of the abyss; his name in Hebrew is Abaddon, and in 
the Greek he has the name Apollyon. 12 The first woe is past; behold, two woes 
are still coming after these things.  

- Verse 11:


• “The advancing army of locusts have as their king the angel of the Abyss. This 
angel is not the fallen star of v. 1 who unlocks the Abyss.”—Mounce.  Prov. 30:27 
tells us that locust have no king.  So here having a king adds to the idea that these 
locust are not normal insects.  These demon locust not only have a king but that 
king is an angel. 


- This “king” is called the angel of the Abyss.  Morris wrote, “He is first called the 
angel of the Abyss, an expression which does not appear to occur anywhere 
else, though we read of Satan’s angels (12:9; Mt. 25:41; cf. 2 Cor. 12:7).”  This is 
the leader of the demonic hordes that leads this army of torment.  


• The distinction between an earthly king and a king of the Abyss helps to 
separate physical kings from this spiritual “king”.  It is also interesting to see 
the earthly kings in Revelation are following the beast—Rev. 16:14, 
17:2&10-11.  Where this “king” does not have a spelled out allegiance.  
Although, all of these falls “kings” including Satan are made lowly in contrast 
to the King of the ages—Rev. 15:3 and the King of kings—Rev. 19:16.   
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• Of course the big question is who is the king?  Once again scholars can’t agree on 

who this kings is.  


- Akin wrote, “And this king has a name: “In Hebrew [it] is Abaddon, and in Greek 
he has the name Apollyon.” Both, I believe, are again references to Satan.”


- Mounce wrote, “Many commentators feel that the verse contains a derogatory 
reference to the Greek god Apollo and those emperors who claimed a special 
relationship to him. To name the king of the underworld Apollyon would be a 
cryptic way of saying that an emperor such as Domitian who liked to be 
regarded as Apollo incarnate was in reality a manifestation of the powers of the 
underworld. As early as the fifth century B.C., the Greeks had derived the name 
of Apollo from the same Greek verb as the root of Apollyon. The allusion is 
strengthened by the observation that the locust was one of the symbols of the 
god Apollo.”


- Osborne wrote, “Indeed, there is reason to believe it may be Satan himself or at 
least one of his chief lieutenants (more likely the latter).”


- Still others believe that this angel is the angel in verse 1 who unlocked the 
Abyss.  Mounce wrote, “This angel is not the fallen star of v. 1 who unlocks the 
Abyss. Nor is he the archangel Uriel, who according to 1 Enoch 20:2 has 
authority over Tartarus.34 These are messengers of God, not leaders of the 
opposition.”


• So let’s investigate these names that are given to the “king” and the association 
and implication that go along with these names.  


- Abaddon is this “kings” Hebrew name.  Akin wrote, “The Hebrew word Abaddon 
appears six times in the Old Testament and is derived from a verb that can mean 
“to become lost,” “to perish,” or “to destroy, kill.” Abaddon has a similar 
meaning to Hades as used in Revelation 1:18 and 6:8….Though Abaddon is 
under God’s sovereign power, it (and he) has an insatiable appetite and 
represents not only a destruction that takes life but a destruction that reaches 
beyond the grave to the afterlife.” 


• “In the OT Abaddon refers to destruction (Job 31:12) or the place of 
destruction. The personification of destruction in Job 28:22 could give rise 
quite naturally to the idea of a prince of the underworld, appropriately named 
Abaddon.”—Mounce.  
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• Abaddon is also seen in these Old Testament verses and is used in a couple 

of these verse to take the place of dead: Job 26:6, Ps. 87:12, Ps. 88:11, Prov. 
15:11, Prov. 27:20.  Osborne wrote, “Thus this “king” is named for the very 
place he rules. As “Death and Hades” are personified in 6:8 and 20:13, so is 
“the Destroyer” here (a virtual synonym for Hades).” 


- In 2 Thess. 2:3, the Antichrist is referred to as “the son of destruction.”  


- Apollyon was this “kings” Greek name and is associated with the idea of one 
who destroys.  “John may have intended an indirect attack on the Greek/Roman 
god Apollo, and thus on the reigning emperor, Domitian, who thought of himself 
as Apollo incarnate….Furthermore, worshipers of Apollo had as one of their 
symbols for him the locust. In John’s Apocalypse the Greek reader could not 
have missed the echo of the name Apollo, the god, and Apollyon, the destroyer. 
The well-known pagan god, a favorite of the emperor whose persecution of 
Christians lies behind the Revelation, is identified with hell and destruction.”—
Akin. 


• Mounce wrote, “As early as the fifth century B.C., the Greeks had derived the 
name of Apollo from the same Greek verb as the root of Apollyon.38 The 
allusion is strengthened by the observation that the locust was one of the 
symbols of the god Apollo.”  “Throughout this book the Roman Empire is seen 
as demonic, and this would be a powerful way of getting that across.”—
Osborne.  


- The big statement made about Apollo here is that the Greeks worshiped a 
demon, not a god, but a creation of God that is ultimately seeking their 
doom.  


• Osborne wrote, “The real message is that the demonic forces are organized, 
powerful, terrifying, and filled with hatred and contempt for their followers. As soon 
as God grants them permission, they torture and kill all who have rejected God in 
order to worship them.” 


- Verse 12:


• The judgments up to this point have been very frightening and this judgment of 
demon locust that could be horse sized being lead by a king in tormenting those 
who don’t have the seal of God is terrifying.  


- The scariest thing about what verse 12 tells us is that this is not it and there is 
more to come.  Akin wrote, “The horror of this judgment—which God allows—is 
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unspeakable, and yet something worse is yet to come. Verse 12 simply and 
straightforwardly says, “The first woe [the fifth trumpet] has passed. There are 
still two more woes [the sixth and seventh trumpets] trumpets] to come after 
this.” The first disaster has passed, but we see two more on the way, just around 
the corner.”


• The fifth and sixth trumpets are telling of things that God will do to the unsaved 
world.  Osborn wrote, “Uppermost, they will demonstrate once more the absolute 
sovereignty of God over all creatures and events in his created world. Even the 
demonic powers can act only when he allows them to do so. When they do act, 
however, it is always to do harm against all who are made in the image of God, 
even their own followers. In keeping with the portrait of demonic possession in the 
Gospels, they will torture and then kill the earth-dwellers. Yet all this is part of a 
larger plan of God, and that plan is redemptive. Through the terrible actions of the 
demons, God is calling the nations to repentance. In the locust plague, as the 
plagues in Egypt, God shows the unbelievers the powerlessness of their earthly 
gods. Even more, he shows the true nature of those evil beings—they hate and 
want to torture their own followers!….The message is clear: demonic powers are 
behind all idolatry, and their purpose is to destroy rather than to build up.”
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